
By definition, packaging is described as materials used to wrap, contain, or protect goods for 
consumption. However, to the members of the UPS® Package Solutions Group, packaging is much more 
than a textbook definition. 
There is a science to making sure shipments arrive safely and intact. Our group of certified engineers 
use leading technologies and methodologies to assess your packaging needs and help you enhance your 
customers’ experiences. Movement along your supply chain can take a toll on your shipment, and your 
packing must be able to endure under various conditions. 

by Global Customer Solutions

Customer On-Site 
Optimization

Fulfillment spikes can be a challenge or 
an opportunity. Don’t fall behind your 
competition during the most important 
time of year for your business. UPS has a 
portfolio of solutions built on decades of 
experience helping customers make the 
most of their peak seasons. 

How will you leverage the UPS advantage?



Ready to optimize your business?

If you are looking to optimize your packaging 
process, materials, or shipping containers, contact 
your UPS representative for more information.
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As supply chains continue to evolve in complexity, we understand that you are facing new challenges and 
that the amount of products you import or export are likely increasing. This trend, along with expanding 
e-commerce, may present unknown challenges like storing products in warehouses overseas and using more 
ocean freight transportation within your supply chain. With your warehouse space being limited and valuable,  
the UPS® Package Solutions Group can help ensure the necessity of inventory which may also reduce costs. 

New challenges lead to new partnerships 

Empty space in and between packages can lead to 
inefficiency. The effect can be particularly acute in 
shipping pallets and containers. 

Benefits to your business Maximizing your efficiency 

An engineer from the UPS Package Solutions 
Group will consult with you on how to 
properly manage variables like package size, 
compression strength, stacking, and stability. 
We’ll work with you to fit more on a pallet 
or in a container so you can realize greater 
efficiencies and control. 

Properly manage your packaging 
We can tell you from decades of experience that 
sustainability is the natural outcome of working 
more efficiently. Eliminating damages with proper 
packaging helps you accomplish more. By using 
less, we conserve resources and lighten everyone’s 
footprint on the planet. 

Reduce damages and introduce 
sustainability to your packaging 

By maximizing the efficiency of the packaging 
system throughout your supply chain, shipping 
costs can be greatly reduced. 


